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NEW HMS Traffic Pattern - Beginning Wednesday, December 1, 2021

The HMS traffic pattern has moved to its more permanent pattern, now that several district construction phases have been completed.

Please note: 

1. Bus/car traffic will continue to be separate (generally), for enhanced safety. 
2. ENTRANCE for families/staff:

○ Enter via Oviatt Street.
○ Upon entering from Oviatt, family vehicles will stay right and continue around the circle, pulling as far up as possible - all the 

way to the visitors' parking spaces. This will help ensure a more efficient process for everyone, minimizing wait time.
○ The Drop Off Zone is ONLY in the circle in front of the building. This allows for maximum efficiency, keeping traffic moving 

smoothly and safely.
○ The Pick Up Zone is the entirety of the sidewalk along the drive and throughout the circle.
○ The center lane (eastbound left lane) is for cautious bi-bass/continuous traffic to aid in overall flow.
○ Students will enter the building through Door A (the main pillared entrance).  Door V is for staff entrance only.
○ Families and staff will be sharing pathways (similar to the pattern at our former middle school), so we thank everyone for being 

considerate of one another. 
3. EXIT options for families/staff:

○ Multiple exit options exist, via: Oviatt Street, Franklin Street, or the access road toward EWIS and the former Evamere building.
○ Franklin Street is EXIT ONLY, during AM and PM HMS arrival/dismissal times (7:00-8:00 AM and 2:00-3:00 PM).

Thank you so much for taking note of these procedures. It requires everyone’s help to make this process go smoothly and safely, so THANK YOU! 


